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WHAT to EXPECT
What Rotary expects from you

1. Be a good ambassador for your family, your sponsoring Rotary Club, your Rotary District and your country. (You may be the only person from your
country that many of us will ever know; what we think of you is what we shall think of all people from your country.)
2. Be objective in comparing your host country with your own country. Remember, things are expected to be different. Do not criticize (say bad
things about) your country, nor your host community or country.
3. Be thoughtful, courteous, cooperative, respectful, and friendly; be yourself.
4. Be responsible. Make decisions carefully. Manage your life with care (money, discipline, manners).

5. Make friends with people from your host country – both young people and adults – not just other exchange students.
6. Cooperate with your host family, Rotary leaders and school officials (including teachers).
7. Take school seriously. Attend regularly and participate.
8. Become involved in school and community activities and events.
9. Attend Rotary functions – both local club and district activities.

10. Join school clubs, teams – Join Interact – Your participation will enrich the organization, your school and the lives of the friends you make.
11. Keep your Rotary Counselor informed. Check with him/her regularly.
12. Say “thank you”, and write thank you notes when someone gives you a gift or does something nice for you.
13. You may be asked to make presentations at Rotary, at school, and in your host community. This is a compliment. Accept such invitations
graciously and take your responsibility seriously. Plan your presentations carefully and give thought to the kind of audience you have. If possible,
show pictures of your family, home, school, and community – photos of you and where you live.
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WHAT to EXPECT
What you can expect from Rotary

1. Care for your well being
2. Thoughtfulness
3. Understanding
4. Help with problems
5. A monthly allowance and free school
6. A carefully selected Rotary Counselor

7. A carefully selected host family
What your host family will expect from you
1. Adapt to their lifestyle
2. Follow the “rules of the house”
3. Trust their judgment about friends, school, activities and curfew

4. Be considerate, thoughtful and cooperative - especially about food and the use of telephone, TV, music systems, computer, internet, etc. (Also, always leave the
bathroom as clean as you found it)
5. Keep your room neat and orderly and your clothes in the proper place
6. Keep yourself clean, well groomed – Dress in a manner acceptable to the family
7. Help with chores – However, you are not expected to be a full time babysitter
8. Plan your spending. Do not expect the host family to give you money (except perhaps for school lunch)

9. Plan your shopping needs in advance. Do not expect your host family to organize a shopping trip just for you.
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WHAT to EXPECT
What to expect from your host family

1. Treat you as their own child – You should expect care and consideration, but you should also expect
host parents to set rules of behavior and assign responsibilities just as they would for their own children
2. Provide a comfortable home environment – room (with your own bed and no more than one other
school age person sharing your room), food (including school lunch, unless the host club makes special
arrangements for school lunch) and a pleasant and friendly social environment.
3. Provide or arrange necessary transportation (such as to and from school) – However, transportation for
Rotary activities will usually be arranged by Rotarians in the YE program
4. Explain household rules (but you must adjust/adapt to them – not the other way)
5. Provide assistance with school, give financial advice (but not money), and help with social situations
related to friends, dating, homesickness and language
6. Provide guidance in choosing high school friends – This is very important – You are in a foreign country –
You will be judged here by the persons with whom you associate – Unlike the situation in most countries,
here you will be in school with young people from a complete spectrum of society – You will not be
able to judge from a few conversations or brief association whether a person is one you will want to
have as a friend – Ask your host family and Rotary counselor to advise you on the suitability of a
prospective friend
7. Assist the host club in insuring that you learn about the culture of your host country and local area. In
particular, they may take you to local and/or regional sights and events.
8. Be understanding – They should realize that adapting to their way of life takes time
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WHAT to EXPECT
What to expect of your Rotary Counselor
1. Establish contact with you – if possible, before you arrive

2. If possible, join your first host family to meet you at the airport on your arrival
3. Introduce you to host families and transfer you from each host family to the next
4. Arrange a bank account for you and a photo identification card with a USA address
5. Review insurance needs and assist as required
6. Advise you regarding the safekeeping of your passport and other important documents
7. Review Rotary Rules and District Guidelines with you
8. Enroll you with school, assisting with the choice of classes and related matters
9. Assist in resolving any difficulties that may arise with a host family and/or school
10. Dispense allowance from your host club – usually near the first day of each month
11. Arrange for your participation in Rotary activities (including transportation)
12. Advise you about travel in general and about specific trips – Travel must be approved by your host family, your counselor, and in some cases, the
District Youth Exchange Officer
13. Assist in arranging special activities for you
14. Contact you at least once each month to learn how things are going – and to assist as needed
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WHAT to EXPECT
What your Rotary Counselor will expect of you
1. Your attention and your cooperation
2. Keep him/her informed
3. Follow the Rotary rules for exchange students

4. Follow his/her advice on matters related to school, host family and social matters
(including friends and behavior)
What to expect of your year
1. You will experience “culture shock”
2. Many things will be different – not wrong – not better – not worse – just different

3. Language, customs, food, money, transportation, school – all new and different
4. You will be homesick – But you will get over it
5. You will learn and adjust to a new way of life – You will learn a new culture
6. You will become proficient in a new language
7. You will become self-reliant and more self-confident

8. You will make friends with young people from a variety of countries and cultures – And
you will develop a new respect for ways of life different from your own
9. This year will likely be the most memorable experience of your life
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RULES and CONDITIONS
Rotary International Rules and Conditions for Youth Exchange Students
Rotary International Rules apply to all students participating in the Rotary Youth Exchange Program. In addition to these rules, each Rotary district will
usually have rules that apply in that particular district. Most of the rules that apply in your host district, are similar to the international rules. However,
some are a bit more specific. Following is a list of the rules that apply in your host district.
Statement of Conduct for Working with Youth
Rotary International strives to create and maintain a safe environment for all youth who participate in Rotary activities. Rotarians, spouses, partners, and
other volunteers must safeguard the children and young people they come into contact with and protect them from physical, sexual and emotional
abuse. (Adopted by the Rotary International Board of Directors, November 2006)
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RULES and CONDITIONS
Rotary Spain Multi-District Rules and Conditions for Youth Exchange Students
1. Spanish Language - It often happens that Inbound students do not speak nor understand the Spanish language. This problem must be taken with absolute seriousness. We expect
that students are willing to learn our language. It will help to take some basic lessons in their home country and, in case this is not sufficient, after their arrival in Spain, at the students’
expense. There will be an exam at mid January to control your skills in Spanish.
2. School - Each student must attend high school during the year and must attend all classes regularly, do all assigned homework and must perform to the level of the student’s
ability. Whether or not the student receives credits for schooling in Spain, is a matter of agreement between the student and the school officials. Rotary assumes no responsibility to
see that any scholastic credit is granted.
3. Medical insurance - All students much purchase a Spanish illness and accident insurance policy, in accordance with the attached instructions. The fee must be paid in Euros to
this Youth Exchange office, prior to departure from the student’s home country in order to get their Spanish visa.
4. Emergency Fund - Each student must have a revolving fund with a minimum starting balance of 300 Euros, or the equivalent in other currencies, to be used for emergencies that
may arise. This Fund should be given to the YEO of the Host Club. When the fund is used, the student must add funds to bring the total back to the initial required amount. This fund
or what remains of it, will be returned to the student upon his departure.
5. Other expenditures
• The student’s natural family is responsible for all costs resulting from an early return home and for any other unusual expenses.
• The student’s required educational expenses, with the exception of what is stated in paragraph #1, will be paid by the host Rotary Club or the host family.
• The student will receive an allowance from the host club or the host family, for personal expenses and incidentals of 70€.
6. General duties and behavior - The student will be under the authority of the host Rotary District and supervised by the host Rotary Club while in the host country. Consequently:
• Natural parents must not attempt to authorize the student to participate in activities not approved by the host Rotary District, and they must not attempt to assign authority to
another person living in the host country (such as a relative).
• The host club and host families are responsible for the student, both socially and physically. Students are expected to follow their directions.
• Since one society may be more, or less, formal than another, guidance from hosts is necessary, and students must adapt to the new culture, not the other way.
• Host Family Relationship: The student is to become an integral member of the host family, assuming family duties and responsibilities normal for a student of his/her age. The
student must respect the host’s wishes and requests.
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RULES and CONDITIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Host Family Problems: Hosting of the student is the responsibility of the host club. If a problem arises in the host family, the student should consult the Host Club Counselor, the
Host District Youth Exchange Officer or other designated contact for assistance.
Assistance for Students: Students inbound to the Spanish districts will be provided contact information for a list of authorities who may be consulted for assistance.
The Youth Exchange Program events take precedence over all other activities during the exchange. The student is required to attend each of these scheduled events, no
matter what conflict might arise.
Illegal drinking of alcoholic beverages is forbidden. Spanish law prohibits drinking alcoholic beverages before the age of 18.
The student is not allowed to use any drug other than for valid medical reasons and only when prescribed by a physician.
Students are not permitted to drive motor vehicles of any kind at any time during the exchange program.
Students are not allowed to get involved in any risky sports.
Students are forbidden to have any piercings done during their exchange, as well as any tattoos.
The student must avoid sexual and/or serious romantic relationships.
Students must obey all laws of Spain. If a student violates any law, the student will be treated as a Spanish citizen and can expect no assistance from the student’s native
country.
The student must return home by direct air travel, without stopovers.
All students must come to Spain with round trip air tickets.
The air ticket, the passport and the emergency fund must be consigned, for their safekeeping, to the counsellor or the host family upon the students’ arrival and will be
returned to the students before their departure.
While students are under the supervision of this program any relatives in the home countries or in Spain will have no authority over them.

7. Communication and Media - Use of the host family telephone and computer is a privilege and should not be abused. Students must observe the following guidelines:
• Costs incurred by a student for telephone or computer use is the responsibility of the student.
• Students should obtain permission before using the family computer.
• Internet and telephone use must be limited.
• No downloading on a family computer of any materials is permitted without explicit permission of the host parents.
• Downloading of pornographic materials on any computer is cause for an early return.
• Excessive use of the internet and telephones (including cell phones brought from home) often hinders integration into the new culture. If the student is not integrating into
the Spanish culture, they may be required to cease communication for a period of time.
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RULES and CONDITIONS
8. Trips
• Students may not travel alone outside their host communities (more 150 km and/or with sleepover) without the written permission of the District Exchange Officer, the host
family, the hosting Rotary Club, the natural parents, the sponsoring Rotary Club and the Chairman of the sponsoring District.
• Students are allowed to travel with their host families, Rotarians, school groups and trips organized by the hosting District.
9. Visa
• Students proceeding from outside the European Community need a Visa issued by the Spanish Consular Authorities established in their countries of residence.
• Such Authorities issue a Visa that expires after 90 days. The obtaining of the student card will be arranged after the students’ arrival in Spain, before the expiring date.
10. Family visits
• Family visits will require the advanced approval of the sponsor Club YEO, the Spanish District Chairman and of the student’s host parents.
• Permission may be granted for short periods of trips with their own natural families.
• isits by non-family members will not be allowed.
• Visits by parents and family members should occur during the last three months of the students exchange. This means after Easter for students arriving in September and
after September for students arriving in January The visit must nor interfere with the student´s school time or other Rotary required events, School will only give permission for
the student to be absent if the student is doing well in their classes and if they have few previous absences. If parents plan to travel with the student they must sign a
statement releasing the student from Rotary responsibility for the duration of the travel.
11. Arrival Itinerary and Return Confirmation - Before departure from your home country, students must send to the Multi District and the Host District Youth Exchange Officer a
copy of the arrival travel itinerary and the confirmation number for the return flight at the end of the exchange.
12. Return Itinerary - The itinerary for the return home (including departure date and route) must be approved by the Host District Youth Exchange Officer. Students are
expected to return home within 7 days after the end of the school year or within 7 days after the end of a Rotary approved summer tour. Normal return airline confirmations
and travel plans must be made well in advance with full knowledge and approval of the student’s Rotary Counselor and the host District Youth Exchange Officer. Any
exception to this rule must be approved in advance in writing by the student’s Rotary Counselor and the Host District Youth Exchange Officer.
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YOU should KNOW
First Night Questions
To assist adjustment into the new home environment, a collection of questions has been assembled that a student might ask their host family at the
beginning of their stay. They are called “first night questions”, because their answers provide information about living with a new family that an
exchange student would want to know almost immediately. The questions may be found on the web site www.yeoresources.org and are available
in parallel form in several languages – like English and French, for example. Thus a host family can read a question in English while the student reads
the same question in his/her own native language. Your host family has been provided a copy in English.
A Short Review
INSURANCE – Health, accident and liability insurance is required for all Exchange students. Keep your proof of insurance coverage with you at all
times.
MONEY – You were instructed to bring 300€ with you for an emergency fund. This is NOT for day-to-day expenses. Your host Rotary Club will provide a
monthly allowance, but your host family is not expected to provide money for you. Depending on your spending habits, you will likely need money
from home from time to time for clothes and entertainment. Discuss this with your family before you leave home – and talk with your counselor about
it when you are here.
TRAVEL – You will have some opportunities to travel during the year. Except for things you do with your host family or at the invitation of other Rotary
families and Rotary District events, expenses for travel are your responsibility. Also, remember that all special travel must be approved by your parents
(back home), your host family, your Rotary Counselor, and if it is out of state or for long periods, then by you Host District Youth Exchange Officer, too.
Rotary sponsored tours are available in the summer. Each visits a different part of the United States. Costs for these tours are the responsibility of
participants.
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YOU should KNOW
DRUGS AND ALCOHOL – The use of drugs by Rotary Exchange Students is strictly forbidden. Drinking alcoholic beverages is also forbidden. (The legal
age for the consumption of alcoholic beverages in the US is 21.) Disobeying the RYE rules regarding drugs and alcohol is cause for an early return.
SMOKING – Smoking is not legal in the US for persons under the age of 18. Regardless of their age, youth exchange students hosted by clubs in Rotary
District 5910 are not permitted to smoke.

DRIVING – You must not drive a car or operate any other motorized vehicle (such as a motorcycle, boat, jet skis, ATV or airplane) during your
exchange year in the United States – no exceptions.
PRIVATE AIRPLANES – You are not permitted to ride in a private airplane during your exchange year in the United States (even with a duly licensed
pilot).
VISITS FROM HOME – Parent visits must be approved in advance by the host district YEO. An application form for requesting permission for a visit by
parents is available. Ask your Rotary counselor. Be sure that airline tickets are not purchased before approval of the visit. Parents must not visit you
before March of your exchange year – They must not visit during a holiday of your host country – And they must not visit during the last week of your
exchange year. Students are not permitted to miss school to be with visiting family. The best time for parent visits is after school ends here. They
would be very welcome at this time.
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YOU should KNOW
Some Good Advice
➢ Too much contact with home makes you homesick. E-mail sparingly and telephone or SKYPE only on special occasions (birthdays, special holidays,
emergencies) – Resist too much Facebook and other social media. Frequent contacts with parents and friends by any means make adjustment
more difficult and make homesickness more severe – and it makes it last longer.
➢ Choose your friends very carefully – This is very important – You are in a foreign country – You will be judged here by the persons with whom you
associate – Rely on your host family and your counselor for assistance – Unlike the situation in most countries, here you will be in school with young
people from a complete spectrum of society – You will not be able to judge from a few conversations or brief association whether a person is one
you will want to have as a friend – Your host family and Rotary counselor will be in a far better position to judge the suitability of a prospective friend
than are you.
➢ Study and practice the language of your host country, and speak it at every opportunity – You will not learn a new language speaking and writing
the language of your home country. Frequent contact with family and friends from home using your native language will impede progress in
improving your ability in the language of your host country.
➢ Rely on Rotary and school counselors for advice on the choice of classes in school – Good academic choices include American history, English,
geography, another language and mathematics – Courses such as drama, music and speech often provide opportunities to make friends –
Participation in school athletic activities also provide opportunities to make friends – Of course, special interests, school background and English
language ability should be considered
➢ Take school seriously – Follow school rules.
➢ Participate in extracurricular activities such as musical ensembles, sports – You are eligible to compete in interscholastic sports – Ask your counselor
what this means
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YOU should KNOW
➢ Identify a contact person that will offer assistance in school, directions and other routine matters –
usually a school counselor or teacher.
➢ Join the Interact Club and/or other school organizations such as language clubs – Your participation
will enrich the organization, the school and the lives of the friends that you make therein .
➢ Do not challenge the “no drinking, no driving, no drugs” rule – Also, NO romance and NO sex. Not
everything will be fun - make the most of it and learn.
➢ If you are homesick, talk to your host family and counselor – But do not contact home about it! You will
get over it. The best remedy is staying busy and staying with people – not alone.
➢ There may be difficulty in adapting to some situations – always ask for guidance.
➢ Watch how much and what you eat. Most Exchange Students gain weight.
➢ Do not gossip. Especially, do not talk to one host family about another host family – and do not write
anything on Facebook or other social media about host families, Rotarians or Rotary. Nothing is private.
➢ During your year, be observant, but exercise caution about trying to change your host
community/country/people, or your own community/country/people.
➢ Do not put anything on any social network that you do not want everyone to see. No electronic
communication is private.
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YOU should KNOW
About Spain…
• People in Spain greet each other holding each other and kissing on both cheeks.
This should not be considered sexual harassment in any way, it is part of their culture.
• In Spain they serve alcohol in almost every bar, restaurant or cafe. They might offer it
to you. You have to reject it always!
• People walk a lot in Spain. So if you are required to go some place walking, it is not
that they refuse to give you a ride, it is very usual to go walking and you should
probably try it.
• Families talk louder than in many other countries. It’s not that they are annoyed, it’s
just the way they talk.
• Families in Spain show their interest sharing and asking about your daily activities. It
should not be considered invasive.
• Electricity and water are quite expensive in Spain. Please make sure you don’t leave
lights on if it’s unnecessary and make sure you turn off the taps.
• Don’t expect to eat early. Meal times in Spain are quite late. Lunch time is usually
between 2 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. and dinner is rarely served before 9 p.m.
• Do not take punctuality too seriously. Some Spaniards have a very relaxed sense of
time and it’s not considered that important; so be patient and enjoy being in Spain!
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YOU should KNOW
ACTIVITY CALENDAR
Your exchange year will be filled with activities starting with the Orientation Weekend organized
by the MultiDistrict in which you will get information on different events organized by your Host
Club and District
Some of these activities are required by the Rotary Youth Exchange Program and hence are not
optional for students. They are a part of the monitoring system promised by Rotary in order to
operate a Youth Exchange Program. Those involved are reminded not to schedule conflicting
activities for students. Detailed information will be distributed to students and Host Club
Counselors in advance of each activity. Sometimes additional (optional) group activities may be
arranged.
During the orientation, you will also get information on the Eurotour, an optional tour around
Europe.
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YOU should KNOW
ROTARY YOUTH EXCHANGE

SEXUAL ABUSE RESPONSE - POLICY AND PROCEDURES
STATEMENT OF CONDUCT FOR WORKING WITH YOUTH
Rotary International is committed to creating and maintaining the safest possible environment for all participants in Rotary activities. It is the duty of all Rotarians, Rotarians’
spouses, partners, and other volunteers to safeguard to the best of their ability the welfare of and to prevent the physical, sexual, or emotional abuse of children and young
people with whom they come into contact.
As a Rotary Youth Exchange Student, your welfare is extremely important to us. We have prepared this document for your safety. Please read it carefully. This information
may help you better understand what sexual abuse and harassment are and help you protect yourself by preventing potential abusive situations before they happen. In
the unlikely event that you are subjected to sexual abuse or harassment, this document will help you understand what you can do about it. Please share this information
with your parents so that they also know that we are committed to your safety and protection.
STUDENT PROCEDURES

If you are sexually or physically abused or harassed or are accused of sexually or physically abusing or harassing another person, you should follow this procedure:
1. Report the situation immediately to the person with whom you feel most comfortable.
• The local host Rotary Club Youth Exchange Counselor, the District Student Protection Officer, the District Youth Exchange Chair, any member of the District Youth
Exchange Committee, or the District Governor.
• If you are not comfortable talking to a local person, contact a trusted Rotarian at home.
• Your call will be received in a sensitive and confidential manner. Each of the above individuals has been trained to deal with this type of situation.

2. If appropriate action is not taken when you report the situation, report it again and continue reporting it until someone takes you seriously. Make sure that it is understood
that you are serious.
3. When you are uncomfortable with someone else’s behavior, and you think it is sexual in nature, please trust Your judgment and report it to someone else.
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YOU should KNOW
ALLEGATION REPORTING GUIDELINES
If you report an allegation of abuse or harassment, these are the guidelines the Rotarians will follow.
1. When receiving the report from you, they will:
• Listen attentively and stay calm. They will acknowledge that it takes a lot of courage to report abuse. They will listen and be encouraging.
• Protect youth. They will first ensure your safety and well-being. They will remove you from the situation immediately and from all contact with the alleged abuser or
harasser. They will reassure you that this is for your own safety and that it is not a punishment.
• Get the facts, but not interrogate. They will ask you questions that establish what was done and who did it. They will reassure you that you did the right thing in telling.
• Be non-judgmental and reassure you. They will not be critical of anything that has happened or anyone who may be involved. They will assure you that the situation
was not your fault and that it was brave and mature to report what happened.
• Assure privacy but not confidentiality. They will explain that they will have to tell someone about the abuse or harassment to make it stop and to ensure that it doesn’t
happen to other students.
• Record. They will make a written report of their conversation with you as soon after talking with you as they can. They will include the date and the time that they
talked with you. They will use your words and will record only what you told them.
2. They will report this information as soon as possible to the hosting Club Youth Exchange Counselor, the District Student Protection Officer, the District Youth Exchange
Chair or the District Governor providing none are the accused individual. This person will immediately notify the appropriate Law Enforcement Authorities in cases of
abuse.
3. They will avoid gossip and blame. They will not tell anyone about the report other than those required by the guidelines. Care must be taken to protect the rights of both
you as the victim and the alleged offender during any investigation.
4. They will not challenge the alleged offender. The adult to whom you report will not contact the alleged offender because the investigation must be left entirely to law
enforcement authorities in cases of abuse. In cases of non-criminal harassment, the District Student Protection Officer and the District Governor, who are responsible for
the investigation, will contact the alleged offender after you have been moved to a safe environment.
5. They will follow-up. After appropriately reporting the allegations, Rotarians will follow up to make sure steps have been taken to address the situation.
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YOU should KNOW
DEFINITIONS
Sexual Abuse: Refers to engaging in implicit or explicit sexual acts with a student or forcing or encouraging a student to
engage in implicit or explicit sexual acts alone or with another person of any age, of the same sex or opposite sex. This
includes but is not limited to:
• Non-touching offenses (such as verbal intimidation, or other indirect suggestions with which you are uncomfortable).

• Indecent exposure (unwelcome revealing of sexual body parts such as breasts or genitals).
• Exposing a student to sexual or pornographic material.
• Sexual assault.
Sexual Harassment: Refers to sexual advances, requests for sexual favors or verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature. In
some cases, sexual harassment precedes sexual abuse. It is a technique used by sexual predators to desensitize or to groom
their victims. Examples include, but are not limited to:
• Sexual advances; sexually negative words or phrases used to insult someone, jokes, written or oral references to sexual
conduct, gossip regarding one’s sex life, comments about one’s sexual activity, deficiencies or prowess.
• Verbal abuse of a sexual nature.
• Displaying sexually suggestive objects, pictures or drawings.
• Sexual leering or whistling, any inappropriate physical contact such as brushing or touching, obscene language or gestures
and suggestive or insulting comments.
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LIST of CONTACTS

